OPEN QUALIFIER
$625 ENTRY FEE
2 HEAD AVERAGE
TAKING TOP 8 MINIMUM, MAXIMUM OF 16 TO THE WCRA POOL PLAY

AMERICAN SIDE POT
ENTRY FEE $375 ($265 FOR BREAKAWAY)
MINIMUM OF 5 ADVANCE TO AMERICAN SEMI FINALS

DY QUALIFIER (13-18)
$500 ENTRY FEE
2 HEAD AVERAGE
WINNER ADVANCES TO MAIN EVENT

JR. AMERICAN SIDE POT
$200 ENTRY FEE
MUST BE CURRENT MEMBER

JR. WORLD SIDE POT
$100 ENTRY FEE
MUST BE CURRENT MEMBER

ENTRIES CLOSE
AUGUST 5

ENTER AT: ENTRYTOOL.COM
EMAIL: SUPPORT@WCRARODEO.COM CALL: 833-368-3787
MORE INFO: WCRARODEO.COM